
Circle Learning Outcome Module Units Learning Objectives 

Introduction N/A N/A Welcome N/A 

The Three Circles of 
Leadership Literacy 

Identify three circles of Leadership 
Literacy 

 

Circle One: 
Self-
awareness  

 1. Self-awareness and 
The Ladder of 
Inference 

Introduction Define what self-awareness is. 

Controlling the Way that We 
Think 

Identify the steps in the ladder of 
inference. 

Conclusion N/A 

2. Self-awareness and 
The Four COE 
Communication 
Styles 

Introduction N/A 

Communication Styles Identify the four types of 
communication styles 

Identify the goals for each 
communication style. 

Conclusion N/A 

3. Self-awareness – 
Values, trigger points 

Introduction N/A 

Communication Drivers – Define what personal values are. 



and personal filters Personal Values Identify top personal values. 

Communication Drivers – 
Personal Trigger Points 

Identify personal trigger points. 

Communication Drivers – 
Personal Filters 

Identify personal filters. 

Conclusion N/A 

 

Circle Two: 
Self-
Leadership 

 1. Self-leadership and 
Goal Setting 

Introduction Define what self-leadership is. 

Identify the three components of self-
leadership. 

Goal Setting Identify what they want 

Set their goals. 

Put subconscious goal drivers in 
place using self-talk and mental 
imagery. 

Conclusion N/A 

2. Creating Positive 
Habits and Making 
Important Decisions 

Introduction N/A 

Creating Positive Habits Identify ways to create positive 
habits for the future. 

Making Important Decisions Follow a process to make important 
decisions such as subject choices. 

Conclusion N/A 



 

Circle Three: 
Leadership 
of Others 

 1. Different Types of 
Leadership Styles 

Introduction N/A 

Different Types of Leadership 
Styles 

Identify the different leadership 
styles 

What Type of Leader am I? Identify their own leadership style. 

Conclusion N/A 

2. How to Lead and 
Positively Influence 
Others 

Introduction N/A 

Communication Styles Identify the characteristics of the 
other communication styles. 

Conclusion N/A 



 
Feedback comments  
 
The rating for Leadership Literacy for Life from the trial students was 4.38 out of 5 stars! 
 
We asked students to select the sections they most enjoyed and tell us why. This helped us to see what the most popular sections were and 
which we might need to revisit. These were the selections and most areas scored well. 
 

 
 
Comments included: 

I think that to be a great leader comes with big responsibility of not just being empowered as a leader but to also know how to work with certain 
type of people. I have learned a lot of tips that can help you reach your goals and will definitely use them for the future  

 

Conclusion N/A  Wrapping Up N/A 



It helped me a lot to see that I can become a leader, about my personality and creating positive habits and goals.  

It makes me realise all the times that I misjudged people and jumped to conclusions because of my personal filters, and the ladder.  

It helped me to get to know myself better and that I can achieve my goals. It also taught how our mind sets work. I have chosen these because 
the topics were very interesting and helpful. Thank You So Much!  

The majority of it was very good and necessary information and I enjoyed this course  

It all was very helpful to me. Coming into it I had no idea what any of this was and now it is more clear to me what leadership is and how I can 
lead myself and I can lead others. I now know you don't have to be the head of something to be a leader. Everyone is a leader  

When asking what we could improve there were helpful comments around the course navigation and activities which we are taking 
into consideration. These comments reflected the majority: 

I do not believe that there is much to improve since most of the content was very helpful.  

Everything is good as it is. Keep up the good work.  

It was PERFECT!!  

 


